The defectiveness of adenovirus-associated viruses (AAV) is now well known (1, 8, 9, 11) . Adenoviruses from widely divergent phylogenetic hosts, including man and monkeys (1) , dogs (8) , mice (M. D. Hoggan and N. R. Blacklow, unpublished data), and chickens (4) can serve as helpers for the formation of AAV in cell cultures. Furthermore, in the human host AAV replication is apparently dependent upon adenovirus infection (2) .
Although it has been shown that the helper effect of adenovirus occurs late in the adenovirus replicative cycle (3, 9) , the step in the AAV replicative cycle which is blocked in the absence of adenovirus helper is not known. To examine directly whether AAV replication is defective at a stage before or after the intracellular release of its genome (uncoating), we have tested purified AAV deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) for infectivity. AAV-1 DNA is double-stranded (10) and similar in size to DNA isolated from polyoma virus and simian virus 40 (5, 12) . The DNA of these papovaviruses has been shown to be infectious (6, 7) . In the present study, AAV DNA was also found to be infectious, but 
